2020 HIGH HOLIDAY DONATION
from Anonymous
from Barbara & DeVer
from Gary Kramer
from Joseph & Heather
from Joseph Bonura
from Robin Lipkowitz
from Tim and Michelle Barrett
from Timothy & Michelle
from Zachary prinz

in appreciation of
Our Congregation Etz Chaim community from Tammy Motin
Rabbi Cosnowsky, for warmly and completely welcoming the Fox Valley Jewish Neighbors
community into Etz Chaim's High Holidays observances from Rachel Baruch Yackle
Streaming high holiday services from Risa and Justin Bennett

in memory of
Renee Lampert from Amanda Littauer and Lilah and Zoe Steele
Garry Gardner from Donn Gardner
David Karshen from Inez Berman
Hanni Rostenberg from James S Rostenberg
Seymour Yuskowitz from Jay Yusko and Carol Thor
Shirley Yuskowitz from Jay Yusko and Carol Thor
Quentin Thor from Jay Yusko and Carol Thor
Betty Thor from Jay Yusko and Carol Thor
Bernice Schoenfield from Rick Schoenfield
The parents of Helene and Allen Frankfater: Edith Pelzner, Aaron Pelzner, Esther Frankfater, and
Philip Norman Frankfater from anonymous
Renee Kipperman from anonymous

BUILDING FUND DONATION
in honor of
Rabbi Cosnowsky and Rabbi Kamil from Sharon, Fred, Dan, Ben & Shelley Clark

in memory of
Patsy Shirky from Deborah and Joe Schodrof
Jerry Smulin from Deborah and Joe Schodrof
Harris Smulin from Deborah and Joe Schodrof
Rose Smulin from Deborah and Joe Schodrof
Robert Smulin from Deborah and Joe Schodrof
Barbara Smulin from Deborah and Joe Schodrof
Josie Schodrof from Deborah and Joe Schodrof
Vivien Yellin from Gina and Brett Bogin
Daniel Schoenberg from Judy and Harold Witkov

GENERAL OPERATING FUND
in memory of
Sandy Fischmar from Mort and Sue Lewis
mazel tov to
Judy and Harold Witkov on the birth of their grandson from Barbara Schlenger-Faber

LANDSCAPE FUND
in honor of
the birth of Alexander Hason Luedtke from Ken and Marcey Siegel

in memory of
Yoseph Winograd from Esther Winograd

LIBRARY FUND
from Fran Dvorkin

in honor of
the birth of Chasdai Lannick from Eileen Landau

in memory of
Daniel Schoenbreg from Sarabell Stoll

LOUIS & BETTYE KAPLAN SOCIAL ACTION FUND
in memory of
Lucille Larson from Carol Bruns
Clarice Lifson from Joel and Beth Spenadel

MUSIC FUND
in memory of
Daniel Schoenberg from Bob and Judy Kulchawik
Dan Schoenberg from Carol and Larry Neimark
Dan Schoenberg from Craig and Ellen Mandel
Alisa Lapidus, mother of Simon Lapidus from Ellie & Simon Lapidus
Daniel Schoenberg from Emily and Ken Owens
Daniel Schoenberg from Gail Farr
Bessie Lazarow from Ken Siegel
Dan Schoenberg from Ken and Marcey Siegel
Daniel Schoenberg from Michael Kovall & Dale Spindel

RABBI COSNOWSKY’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
from Allen Fink
from Anonymous
from Lori and Larry Feldman
from Virginia Weiskopf
in honor of
Our children and grandchildren from Bruce and Ilene Duhan
Evan's baby naming from Lee and Marti Hurwitz
Peggy McGrath's and Howard Goldstein's grandson Max from Sharon Frolick
Patricia Rosenmann from Sharon Frolick
Mary and Ron Hason's grandson Alexander from Sharon Frolick

in memory of
Mia Bobier from Abbey Barrett
Sally Schneeweis from David Schneeweis
George R. Levy from Edward Levy
Rachel Winograd from Esther Winograd
Norman Block from Joel Spenadel
Isaac Stelman from Judy and Harold Witkov
Norman Block from Julie Kalwat
Dan Schoenberg from Patricia Rosenmann
Dan Schoenberg from Sharon Frolick
Sandy Lerner from Susan Donohue
Daniel Harris Schoenberg from Susan Schoenberg
Dan Schoenberg from The Gossage Family
Bernard Leviton from Wendy Peck

mazel tov to
Ron and Mary Hason on the birth of your grandson Alexander from Patricia Rosenmann

RABBI BOB’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
from Jay Yusko

in memory of
Shirley Bob from Karen & John Butterfield
Shirley Bob from The Gossge Family
Shirley Bob from The Neimark Family

RITUAL & RELIGIOUS FUND
in memory of
Jacob Stern from Elise Stern Ciribassi

SOPHIE AND JACK EDWARDS SCHOLAR-IN-RESIDENCE FUND
in memory of
Daniel Schoenberg from Peggy McGrath & Howard Goldstein
Daniel Schoenberg from Susan Schoenberg

YOUTH COMMITTEE
get well wishes to
Ronna Nitekman from Diane and Don Roubitchek

in memory of
Dan Schoenberg from Diane and Don Roubitchek
YOUTH GROUP FUND
in memory of
Paul Cox from Diane and Don Roubitchek